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MOSQUITO AND VECTOR CONTROL - OFFICIAL INSPECTION REPORT

FACILITY NAME

LOCATION

MAILING ADDRESS                                                                                                                                                         þFACILITY     ¨OWNER     ¨ACCOUNT

FACILITY IDTIME IN TIME OUT RELATED ID

DATE

PE

ACTION:

RESULT:

SERVICE:

IDENTIFIER: 

INSPECTOR

PERMIT EXPIRATIONREINSPECTION DATE

EGGMASTER INC 7/20/2015 Not Specified 8/31/2015

10863 FREMONT ST, YUCAIPA, CA 92399

FA0007341 8:49 AM  9:52 AM

Andrea Bettencourt

4001

None

040 - VECTOR - BILLABLE INSPECTION SERVICE

005 - CORRECTIVE ACTION / FOLLOW UP REQU

003 - REINSPECTION REQUIRED

10863 FREMONT ST, YUCAIPA, CA 92399

PR0010397

MOSQUITO AND VECTOR CONTROL - Poultry Ranch Permit ALL

No Violations Cited

 Overall Inspection Comments

It rained the last 2 days. The drying pad is wet due to the rain. They have not turned it but he will spray it. Recc that if it 

continues to rain today to not turn the pad so we can keep the stuff underneath dry. Once the rain stops they need to 

continue with turning 2x a day. Some large wet spots from the rain the ranch hands where swiping and shoveling all the 

water out of the houses and away from the houses. Ranch hands where removing wet sports from the houses. Wet 

spots have decreases they do still have a few in each house. Artalano was applying triazcide on all the wet spots. Can 

see the triazcide is working lots of dead larva and lots of dying larva.  All the larva I found were being affected by the 

pesticide. They started replacing the fly bait stations in the houses and they are working, full of dead adult flies. Ranch 

needs to continue removing the wet spots and spot treating the wet spots. Ranch needs to replace the wet spots with dry 

manure. Ranch needs to continue adulticiding 2 times a day. Ranch needs to resume turning the drying pad 2 times a 

day once the rain stops and continue spraying the pad with pesticide. Ranch needs to continue with replacing broken 

cups. Could not find the pesticide log Artalano said it was on the table. I will check on thursday for the log.
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